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Impact of observer variability on the usefulness of endoscopic images for the documentation of upper gastrointestinal endoscopy
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Abstract

Objective. Endoscopy is an observer-dependent diagnostic method, which, until recently, has lacked precise guidelines for written reports. There is an increasing demand for improvement in endoscopy records, which may necessitate the supplementation of image documentation. The aim of this study was to estimate interobserver as well as intra-observer variability in the assessment of images from gastroscopy.

Material and methods. We designed an Internet interface presenting endoscopy images, accompanied by a multiple-choice questionnaire for assessing pathology in the images. Ten images from the distal oesophagus and 10 images from the pyloric antrum were chosen. In order to study interobserver variability, physicians with varying endoscopy experience were invited to complete the questionnaire. The physicians were re-invited 5 months later to assess the same images again, this time in order to assess intra-observer variability. Kappa statistics were used for analysis of agreement.

Results. Initially, 13 of 20 invited physicians responded. Interobserver agreement varied between poor (κB0.2) and moderate (0.4BκB0.6). In the second part of the study, 10 of 11 invited physicians responded. Intra-observer agreement varied between moderate (0.4BκB0.6) and good (0.6BκB0.8). A higher level of experience does not imply either better interobserver or better intra-observer agreement. Images of concise endoscopy findings, such as the presence of an ulcer, resulted in better agreement than did the assessment of images of less definable findings.

Conclusion. The variability in the interpretation of endoscopy images is large. We therefore believe that systematic inclusion of a set of images into endoscopy reports will improve their quality.
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Introduction

Endoscopy as a diagnostic method developed along with the use of fibre-optic endoscopes at a time when systematic documentation of images was not readily available. In Norway, and most other Western countries, image documentation in gastrointestinal (GI) endoscopy has focused on the pathological findings. This is in contrast to the situation in Japan, where systematic image documentation of the endoscopic procedure is more widely used [1]. Today, the possibility of digital storing of images offers far better means of obtaining and keeping such documentation.

There is an increasing demand for proper documentation of performed procedures. Standardization of the endoscopy record has long been recognized as a possible means of improving documentation in endoscopy, initially fronted by Z. Mařatka [2], further emphasized by the European Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ESGE) in developing the minimal standard terminology for digestive endoscopy (MST) [3] which, in turn, was adopted by the World Organization of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (OMED). As a further attempt to improve documentation, the ESGE has presented additional guidelines for standardized image documentation in upper and lower GI endoscopy [1].

Clinical disagreement is a well-known challenge in most, if not all, fields of medicine. It is important to address disagreement in order to find ways of minimizing it. Clinical disagreement in gastroscopy
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can be illustrated by studying the observer variability. Several studies in the field of gastroenterology have addressed observer variability in more site-specific pathology. Various grading systems for oesophagitis have been studied, e.g. by Rath et al. who compared interobserver agreement for the Los Angeles (LA) classification of erosive oesophagitis, the MUSE scoring system and the Savary-Miller system, and found the first two to be the most reliable. They also found a higher degree of agreement among the more experienced endoscopists [4]. Contrary to what one might expect, in their validation study of the LA classification, Lundell et al. found that greater experience did not result in a higher degree of agreement [5].

Bendtsen et al. studied the diagnosis of oesophageal varices and found considerable variation among both experienced and less experienced endoscopists [6]. Several studies have investigated observer variability in colonoscopy. de Lange et al. concluded that the interobserver agreement in assessing ulcerative colitis is satisfactory among trained endoscopists [7], although with a potential for improvement by standardization of the text report [8]. Orlandi et al. arrived at a similar conclusion [9]. What these studies have in common is the use of specific grading systems in the assessment of the severity of inflammatory bowel disease.

Even though upper endoscopy is a well-established procedure, we believe that a study on variability in the assessment of images from upper endoscopy is of interest, especially in the light of the increasing availability of digital recording of images and thus the improved possibility of supplementing the endoscopy record. With this study, our aim was to evaluate observer variability in gastroscopy, in order to assess the usefulness of images for endoscopy documentation.

**Materials and methods**

**Endoscopy examinations**

All examinations were performed in spring 2004 as a part of the Sørreisa II study; a population-based study of GI disorders in the municipality of Sørreisa in Norway. Endoscopy examinations were carried out using Olympus GIF-160 video gastrosopes. As part of the study, a standard set of images from each individual were made on a routine basis and stored using the Endobase III software (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, Wash., USA). The protocol for images was chosen for research purposes and implied one image from the following sites: distal oesophagus, pyloric antrum, gastric fundus and duodenal bulb.

**Selection of images**

The images were selected to ensure their technical quality and to reflect a broad spectrum of pathology common to most endoscopists. There were few images of normal mucosa or severe pathology. Ten images from the lower third of the oesophagus, and 10 images from the pyloric antrum were chosen from a total of 19 individuals. The images showed normal oesophageal or gastric mucosa, as well as other typical findings such as gastric ulcer and erosive prepyloric changes [10].

**Selection of respondents**

Gastroenterologists, or physicians who were known to perform endoscopy examinations, working at public hospitals in either a general internal medicine department or a department of gastroenterology were considered for participation. For practical reasons, we limited the invitation to physicians for whom contact information was readily available. Twenty physicians, mainly in our health region of Northern Norway, were invited to participate in the study by e-mail, and after one month non-responders were reminded of the study by e-mail.

**Presentation and assessment of images**

The images were presented in Joint photographic Experts Group (JPEG) format 450 × 464 pixels on an Internet interface, accessible only to invited physicians. No patient data were available, nor were patients’ characteristics or symptoms. The physicians had unlimited time within the study period to view the pictures online. The respondents also provided information on endoscopy experience. Data were collected online and entered directly into a database at the University of Tromso. The Internet interface consisted of 10 images from the distal oesophagus and 10 images from the pyloric antrum, together with a multiple-choice questionnaire containing a question regarding endoscopy experience, as well as three questions for every oesophageal image, and five questions for every antral image. The questions reflected a simplified version of the MST, which includes the LA classification for oesophagitis. Our interest in this study was the variability between and within observers in the assessment of images, not whether they reached a correct diagnosis. Thus, the assessments were not measured against a “gold standard”.

In the invitation, we pointed out that a standardized assessment was chosen, and we presumed that the respondents were familiar with the LA classification. In addition, the respondents were not given any
guidelines on answering the questionnaire. The questions are presented in Table I.

An anonymous response was an option, but the respondents were invited to identify themselves in order to facilitate a second contact for evaluation of intraobserver variability.

Thirteen physicians responded, and the first part of the study, dealing with interobserver variability, is based on their assessments. Eleven of the 13 respondents identified themselves, and 5 months later they were invited again to assess the same images. Ten of them responded, and the second part of the study, on intra-observer variability, is based on these 10 pairwise assessments.

Figures 1 and 2 are examples of images from the oesophagus and the pyloric antrum, respectively.

Statistical analysis

Interobserver variability was analysed from the initial assessment from all 78 possible pairs of respondents of each of 10 images for every posed question, leading to 780 pairwise assessments. First, the analysis was carried out for all responders as a whole, after which a subanalysis was done by dividing the respondents into two groups based on experience: “highly experienced” (>1000 upper endoscopies performed) and “moderately experienced” (200–1000 upper endoscopies performed). Likewise, intraobserver variability was estimated from the image assessments for responders who participated in both parts of the study.

The variability of categorical data was measured using kappa statistics [11], whereas a weighted kappa was used for analysis of ordinal data (oesophagitis) [12]. Agreement, based on the value of kappa, was categorized, as described by Altman, as poor (κ ≤ 0.2), fair (0.21 ≤ κ ≤ 0.40), moderate (0.41 ≤ κ ≤ 0.60), good (0.61 ≤ κ ≤ 0.80) or excellent (0.81 ≤ κ ≤ 1.00) [12]. The precision of kappa was measured by its 95% confidence interval (CI). The analysis was done using SPSS statistical software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, Ill., USA) for cross-tabulation of results and using Excel software (Microsoft Corporation) for measures of kappa and confidence intervals.

Table I. Questionnaire as presented on the Internet site.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experience</td>
<td>How many gastroscopies have you performed?</td>
<td>Less than 200, 200–1000, &gt;1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oesophageal images [10]</td>
<td>Oesophagitis according to the LA classification?</td>
<td>None/A/B/C/D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Suspected metaplasia?</td>
<td>Yes/No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hiatus hernia?</td>
<td>Yes/No/Uncertain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastric images [10]</td>
<td>Normal mucosa?</td>
<td>Yes/No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oedematous mucosa?</td>
<td>Yes/No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Erythematous mucosa?</td>
<td>Yes/No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Erosion(s)?</td>
<td>Yes/No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ulcer(s)?</td>
<td>Yes/No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each respondent assessed 20 images by marking one option to each question related to the images.
Ethics

The endoscopy images were obtained from participants in an epidemiology survey, which was approved by the local Regional Committee for Medical Research Ethics. The images were presented without personal identification.

Results

Interobserver variability

Thirteen out of 20 invited physicians (65%) responded to the survey. In the assessment of images from the oesophagus, there was full agreement on 3 out of 30 questions; i.e. 1 question on the presence of hiatus hernia and 2 on the presence of metaplastic changes. None of the images of oesophagitis was assessed with full agreement from all the respondents. On the contrary, three images were assessed using all five available categories of grading. Figure 1 is an example of an image from the oesophagus in which oesophagitis was assessed with LA classification grades A, B, C and D, as well as “not present”.

In the assessment of images from the pyloric antrum, all 13 respondents agreed fully on 13 out of 50 questions. For one antral image, (Figure 2), the respondents agreed fully on all five questions.

The interobserver agreement is summarized in Table II. Level of agreement is defined as described in the Materials and methods section.

In the analysis of data from all 13 respondents (78 possible pairs), three questions held moderate agreement. These questions were on rather well-defined findings, i.e. normal gastric mucosa, gastric erosions and ulcers. The remaining questions held fair or poor agreement, with the question on erythema in the gastric mucosa being the most difficult to agree upon.

When the data were divided according to “highly experienced” and “moderately experienced” endoscopists, we found that higher experience was not followed by a higher level of agreement. On the contrary, the “highly experienced” endoscopists held poor agreement on two questions, and less agreement than expected by chance in the question on erythema in the gastric mucosa.

Intra-observer variability

Five months later, 10 out of 11 participants responded to an invitation to assess the images again. A summary of the intra-observer variability is presented in Table III.

In the assessments of all 10 respondents, agreement varied between moderate and good. When divided into groups based on experience, we found
that on two questions, the five “moderately experienced” endoscopists held excellent agreement, and not lower than moderate agreement in any other question. The five “highly experienced” endoscopists did not obtain excellent agreement on any question. On the contrary, responses to the two questions regarding oesophagitis and gastric erythema held only fair agreement.

### Discussion

We find that variability is extensive in the assessment of images from upper endoscopy. Similar findings are known from other diagnostic disciplines, e.g. interpretation of mammograms [13], diagnosis of vertebral fractures [14] and assessment of carotid plaques [15]. The interobserver variability in our study ranged from poor to moderate, with the highest level of agreement in response to questions regarding characteristic findings such as ulcer(s) or erosion(s). Even a widely used and well-evaluated classification system, such as the LA classification of oesophagitis [4,5], renders considerable variability in the reported assessments.

In the intra-observer part of this study, agreement was higher than that in the interobserver part, as would be expected. Even though endoscopists are more likely to agree with themselves than with each other, only two of the questions obtained an agreement level of “excellent” in the intra-observer study, this being in the group of “moderately experienced” endoscopists.

We had expected to find a higher level of agreement among “highly experienced” endoscopist than among the “moderately experienced”. Other studies, however, do not fully concur with this assumption. Some studies [9,16,17] find that experience leads to a higher degree of agreement, whereas others do not [5,6].

Still images from gastroscopy fall short in documenting motility and other dynamic factors, which are equally as important as mucosal changes. Recording the whole examination on video could remedy such shortcomings, but for practical reasons it is uncertain whether video recordings represent a realistic means of routinely documenting gastroscopy. A standardized set of still images will always be second best, yet by far the more practical method. The ESGE has suggested a series of eight reference images for the documentation of upper endoscopic procedures [1].

In previous studies it has been highlighted that structured reporting can improve the quality of the endoscopy record [8,18]. Most classification systems used in endoscopy are, however, restricted to the description of certain features, e.g. oesophagitis. In

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question on</th>
<th>Kappa (95% CI)</th>
<th>Agreement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oesophagitis*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oesophageal metaplasia</td>
<td>0.85 (0.70 to 0.90)</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hiatus hernia</td>
<td>0.76 (0.64 to 0.86)</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal gastric mucosa</td>
<td>0.80 (0.66 to 0.90)</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erosion(s)</td>
<td>0.82 (0.68 to 0.95)</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ulcer(s)</td>
<td>0.96 (0.82 to 1.00)</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Weighted agreement and weighted kappa.

---

**Table III. Interobserver variability in the assessment of images from gastroscopy.**
contrast, the MST [3] facilitates a complete stan-
dardized endoscopy record. The results from our
study support the importance of such structured
reporting.

As argued above, interpretation of endoscopy
images is not an exact procedure. Accordingly,
image documentation is important in order to reveal
the ambiguity of gastroscopy. Without image doc-
umentation the written endoscopy record stands
alone, with conclusions that may be more definite
than are justified. The present possibilities of digital
recording and distribution of images from endoscopy
offer not only a better clinical practice, but also the
possibility of better education and quality assess-
ments of endoscopy as a diagnostic method. This has
been pointed out by de Lange et al. in their study of
an Internet interface for the assessment of endo-
scopy images [19].

The strength of our study is that it deals with
several aspects of upper endoscopy simultaneously,
and thus reflects daily clinical practice more than do
most previous studies on the variability in endo-
scopy. In addition, our study covers both inter- and
intra-observer variability, in an Internet interface,
thus reflecting both the possibilities and limitations
of digital imaging and documentation in endoscopy.

There are, of course, some limitations to this
study. When first contacted, the respondents were
informed that we planned an interobserver study as
well as an intra-observer study. This could affect the
intra-observer responses, resulting in an unfounded
high degree of agreement. Despite this limitation, we
do not believe that it alters the conclusions of this
study. On the contrary, if the levels of agreement we
observed are artificially high, this would only
strengthen our conclusion. The non-responders in
the study were not characterized in any particular
manner, and we have no reason to believe that they
should give rise to any bias.

The statistical method used in this study has some
limitations. Kappa statistics are highly influenced by
the prevalence of disease, and this limitation implies
that kappa is purely descriptive of the agreement in
the study in question. Kappa statistics do not imply
the testing of hypothesis or estimation of “true”
agreement. Therefore, there is no single answer as to
how many responders or questions should be in-
cluded in the study. With only two observers, which
is often the case in agreement studies, extreme
answers will have a great impact on kappa. None of
the respondents in our study stood out with extreme
responses, thus arguing for the validity of our data.
With numerous questions to answer, the
disagreement will stack up and lower the kappa
values. There are other methods of agreement for
analysis of continuous data, but with our data being
nominal/ordinal, we chose to use kappa statistics
deepth their shortcomings. These are the considera-
tions on which we have based our study design, and
we believe that the numbers of respondents and
questions are adequate to support the conclusions of
the study. At the same time, we recognize that other
designs are possible.

Despite these reservations, we conclude that there
is considerable variability in the assessment of
images from upper endoscopy. We argue that this
uncertainty should be regarded in the structured
endoscopy report by including a standardized set of
images to document the findings. Further studies on
the usefulness of image documentation in clinical
practice are needed.
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